SPERRE AS delivers different types of LARS systems according to customers specifications.

- Standard A-frames
- A-frame with extension
- ORS models
- Compact LARS, crane with snubber and AHC
- Winches, Electric and hydraulic, with AHC
- All SUB-fighter ROV’s can be used or prepared for use with TMS and LARS systems

ORS, OVERHEAD RAIL SYSTEM, TMS AND ROV

- ORS handling system
- Electric winch with AHC
- SUB-fighter TMS 3000
- SUB-fighter 15k

A-FRAME, TMS AND ROV

- Different types
- Electric or hydraulic winch with AHC
• SUB-fighter TMS 3000
• SUB-fighter example 10k and 15k

COMPACT LARS, TMS AND ROV

• 20 feet footprint
• AHC crane with snubber
• AHC hydraulic winch
• SUB-fighter TMS 3000
• SUB-fighter 15k
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